ladies and gentlemen let's welcome from
upper marlboro marriage the colonel TJ
Kramer and so easy noguchi for hours
morning edition your welcome aboard how
are you we're doing just splendidly the
key thing is that we're having a great
not only a great time up here but we're
doing some exciting stuff and we get to
see wonderful things about the earth and
it's an example of everyone working
together I think it's a really exciting
time for us to be up here we are you in
in the space station right now what
what's your location at the moment last
time I checked and we cry on so you at

this very moment I don't I don't remember where we are the moment but we just recently flew over Europe heading south towards Saudi Arabia and coming back around so my question was about inside the actual space station itself which module are you in we are in what's called harmony our node 2 and it's a major junction between the Japanese module on our right and the European module on our left you know this TJ this is not bad for the role college of baltimore graduate I've got to be honest
about the deal

if you look at it Baltimore and thought
to yourself I used to go to college here

thank you very much for asking we leave

flown over Baltimore several times and I
have done my best to take shots of the
college area the places that we've been
to the inner harbor good memories good

foundation it actually is very inspiring

for me to remember that that's where the
roots were I've got to tell you I spent

many an hour on my deck watching you go

over and with a good pair of binoculars

now I can make out more of the shape to
you but I've often wondered you can look

down from there and see Loyola

university, they change the name while you're gone or your high school and

first though it is on a clear day when

the air is still and the lighting is right we can actually see buildings we

can actually see cars in the parking lot if you have the right lenses and

stuff so each it takes an awful lot of pictures of the earth and some of his

shots demonstrate real good clarity what we can see matter of fact so reaching I

gotta tell you I follow you on Twitter

as a matter of fact our audience right
now can see the picture of the moon that you put up a couple of days ago from the International Space Station you're having a blast up there there well first of all thank you for following my twitter and you know the station is a great place to see earth and moon and everything else and i like to share all the great images to you but you just put up a really cool picture of link shinji and a Boehner in your home country of Japan i mean just some beautiful stuff you're doing yes thank you very much yeah and i'm
really happy to read all the comments

from you guys and you know what earth is

just beautiful breathtaking beautiful

sand I'm glad to hear that you like it

lovingly polo shirts in the khakis but

if somebody who you know like to feel at

home when I'm at home you guys spend all

your time dresser you fly around your

underwear from the guy but nobody's

looking that's right right exactly no no

I actually actually we're pretty dumb

you're here we get dressed up for

important events like talking with you

guys we typically wear comfortable
clothes and we're working because we're crawling around doing maintenance and all that kind of stuff and typically wearing comfortable stuff from the guy who has almost everything that's water for dry cleaned so take it in the spirit was given hey where I would I want to know listen guys are so I time's running short TJ we'd love to have you come in the next time you're in Maryland and visit with us clearing throats is getting ready to come in and hang out you had a role Maryland that international space station crew on Mars
gotta okay while ago the please come and

101 00:04:36.550 --> 00:04:40.629
join us seriki you're welcome to and

102 00:04:38.978 --> 00:04:41.918
keep up the great Twitter what Lee so

103 00:04:40.629 --> 00:04:43.449
there's nothing like being stuck in

104 00:04:41.918 --> 00:04:48.549
traffic and getting a tweet from the

105 00:04:43.449 --> 00:04:49.780
International Space Station well thank

106 00:04:48.550 --> 00:04:50.978
you very much we've enjoyed our time

107 00:04:49.779 --> 00:04:52.119
with you and I hope you guys have

108 00:04:50.978 --> 00:04:53.168
enjoyed being on board with

109 00:04:52.120 --> 00:04:54.819
international space station with us

110 00:04:53.168 --> 00:04:55.959
thanks for the invitation we hope to

111 00:04:54.819 --> 00:04:59.649
take advantage of it and come back to

112 00:04:55.959 --> 00:05:02.439
Maryland and say hi okay have we ever

113 00:04:59.649 --> 00:05:04.418
yeah that's in front up there for us

114 00:05:02.439 --> 00:05:12.129
guys will talk to you back on earth have
a good day you two guys bye-bye station

this is Houston ACR that concludes the event